We report the results obtained from the optical polarimetric study of the light scattered by comets C/2013 V1 (Boattini) and 290P/Jager at lower phase angles. The polarimetric observations of two comets have been performed with the 1.04-m Sampurnanand telescope of Aryabhatta Research Institute of observational sciencES near Nainital in India on 2013 December 4 and 5 and on 2014 April 24 using R photometric band (λ = 630 nm, ∆λ =120nm). We covered observations in both the pre and post perihelion passage of comets C/2013 V1 (Boattini) and 290P/Jager at two phase angles ∼
INTRODUCTION
Comets are small icy Solar system body spend most of their lifetime far away from the Sun, hence the material on their subsurface is assumed to be primordial. Linear polarization measurements of the scattered solar radiation is a primary tool to study atmosphere less celestial bodies and comets. The main objective behind the polarimetric study of comets C/2013 V1 (Boattini) and 290P/Jager is to understand the physical properties of dust grains present in the cometary coma. • .3 and 19
• .1 respectively with the ecliptic plane.
An extensive study of cometary dust grains has been done by various researchers, but the ambiguity over their exact nature and composition still prevails. Hence to clear this enigma several investigators prefer linear polarization measurements and theoretical modelling in order to reveal the true characteristics of cometary dust grains (Das, Sen & Kaul 2004 , Jockers et al. 2005 , Das & Sen 2006 Kimura, Kolokolova & Mann 2006; LevasseurRegourd et al. 2007; Das et al. 2008a; Das, Das & Sen 2008b Lasue et al. 2009; Hadamcik et al 2010 , Kiselev et al. 2013 .
In the past, we conducted CCD polarimetric observations of comet C/2009 P1 (Garradd) (Das et al. 2013 ) and comet C/2012 L2 (LINEAR) (Deb Roy, Das & Medhi 2015) at lower phase angles to study the dust evolution in the extended coma around the nucleus. Both the comets showed a noticeable variation in the intensity and polarization profile in all considered direction with a prominent jet ejection in the solar and anti-solar direction respectively.
However, a negative polarization of (−1±0.7)% was observed at phase angle of about 21
for comet C/2009 P1 (Garradd). Recent observation of comet C/2012 L2 (LINEAR) showed a change in the direction of jet extension in both the intensity and polarization map between two consecutive nights of observation which might be due to the rotation of the nucleus with a whole coma polarization of (+2.8±0.3)% at 31
• .1 phase angle.
Imaging polarimetry of comets C/2013 V1 (Boattini) and 290P/Jager 3
The cometary dust grains present in the coma of a comet undergoes continuous evolution with distance from the nucleus during the entire period of cometary activity. Polarimetric studies of comets reveal the evolutionary characteristics of comet dust grains in the coma.
The observations of both the comets were conducted at lower phase angles. Actually, the polarimetric data of comets at large phase angles are numerous, but there is a lack of observations made at small phase angles. Observation of comet at lower phase angle is a typical task as comet is expected to be far off in the sky and appears as faint object at such phase angle. But the polarimetric study at lower phase angle helps to explore the polarimetric behaviour of comets especially in the negative branch of polarization-phase curve.
In the present study, we report observations in both the pre and post perihelion passage of comets C/2013 V1 (Boattini) and 290P/Jager; and the results obtained from the polarimetric analysis of both comets to explore the observed variation in both the brightness and polarization distribution across the coma during the phase 2013 December and 2014 April when the phase angle varies from 13
• to 27
• .
OBSERVATIONS AND REDUCTION OF THE POLARIMETRIC DATA
The Aryabhatta Research Institute of observational sciencES (ARIES) near Nainital in India is located at 79 Table 2 .
The linear polarization (p) and position angle of the polarization vector (θ) interms of the normalized stoke's parameters q = Q/I and u = U/I is given by p = (q 2 + u 2 ) and θ = 0.5 tan
Basically the position angle of the plane of polarization (θ r ) with respect to the normal of the scattering plane determines the sign of the polarization. The value p r and θ r referred to the scattering plane are connected with the quantities p obs and θ obs through the relation et al. (1990) and HPOL. p obs and θ obs from observations. Offset angle is calculated using the relation: • to that of comet 290P/Jager. So the polarization values will be negative during this phase which is quite expected at the phase angle close to 13
RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

Brightness Profile
The surface brightness profile of the cometary coma falls with the photocentric distance. The azimuthally integrated profile along with the profiles in other specified direction explores the various physical evolution influencing the cometary coma. highly steep fall in the intensity is detected in the anti-sunward direction as compared to the sunward direction mainly at a distance between 15,000 km and 21,000 km. The deviation of the brightness profile in the sunward and anti-sunward direction from the standard canonical nature confirms the time variable dust outflow. Different evolutionary processes such as solar radiation pressure, sublimation of icy grains, modulation of dust production rate and the change in the optical properties of dust grains could be the main reason behind the steepen or flattening out the brightness profile.
Polarization profile
Aperture Polarization
The aperture polarization values over the whole coma of comets C/2013 V1 (Boattini) and 290P/Jager during all the cycles of observation are depicted in Table 4 . The observed 
27
• in the April cycle of observation.
Polarization map
The polarization map is being built up with the properly aligned polarized components cor- In April, the polarization map shows a completely opposite trend where both the comet possesses a high positive polarization near the photocentre of about 3 per cent while it is found to vary between 2 and 1 per cent in the outer coma of the comet as compared to the whole coma polarization of about (2.8 ±0.5)per cent for comet C/2013 V1 (Boattini) and (2.5 ±0.5)per cent for comet 290P/Jager. The observed variation in polarization over the whole coma for both the comets is due to the change in the physical properties of the dust grains in different regions of the coma.
To summarize, the polarization is highly negative in the circumnucleus halo of comet 290P/Jager as compared to that of comet C/2013 V1 (Boattini) during December observation while a high positive polarization is being observed at the near nucleus region of both the comets in April observation.
Polarimetric phase curves
In [ Fig. 5 ] we combine the polarimetric phase curve for various comets with our observed data for comets C/2013 V1 (Boattini) and 290P/Jager at similar phase angle and we found good agreement of our computed polarization value with those reported by other investigators for different comets at such phase angles. Typically phase angle dependence of polarization contains a negative branch at lower phase angles (below 20
• ) and a positive branch at higher phase angles. We found negative polarization for both the comets in the month of December at phase angle near 13
• before their perihelion passage.
DISCUSSION
Cometary dust grains evolve with the nucleo-centric distance and are not bound to be the same in the regular extended coma as in other specific cometary feature like jets, fans etc.
The CCD imaging polarimetry is an important tool to reveal the existence of different grains population in the cometary coma and also explores the physical evolutions of the dust grains The intensity of a comet is found to be higher in the near nucleus region due to high dust concentration. The azimuthally integrated brightness profile of comets C/2013 V1 (Boattini) and 290P/Jager follows a standard (−1.0±0.08) slope variation with the increase of projected diameter suggests the proper subtraction of background sky counts which is a typical task in the study of comets. The fall in the brightness profile in sunward and anti-sunward directions is being observed for both the comets in all observational run which suggests the variation of physical properties of dust grains in due time. The decrease in intensity is slightly higher in the antisolar direction for comet C/2013 V1 (Boattini) at small photocentric distance on 2013 December 4 whereas a higher fall in intensity is being noticed on December 5 in the solar direction at an intermediate distance. Comet 290P/Jager shows higher fall in intensity in the solar direction during both the nights of December. In the month of April, the steep fall in the intensity is being noticed in the antisolar direction for both the comets. This fall is observed mainly in the outer coma. The solar radiation pressure changes the velocity outflow of the dust particles depending on their size pronounced in the outer coma of the comet which is the quite obvious reason for the steep fall in the intensity (Tozzi et al. 2004 ). The variation in the brightness profile in the considered direction is mainly due to the variation in the relative dust concentration at different regions of the cometary coma since the brightness strongly depend on the dust concentration in an optically thin coma of the comet. Modulation of dust production rate, sublimation of high albedo icy grains due to the solar radiation pressure and variation in the dust physical properties might also cause the variation (Farnham et al 2009) .
To enhance the special structure in the comet we treated the intensity images of both the comets C/2013 V1 (Boattini) and 290P/Jager using Larson-Sekanina's rotational gradient technique (Larson and Sekanina 1984) but no such special feature is being detected during both the periods. At lower phase angles the ejections mainly takes place in front of the observer in the direction of sun (Hadamcik & Levasseur 2003) . So it is very difficult to detect such feature in the comet with the spatial resolution of AST provides, as the jets usually have a reduced surface on the images.
The integrated aperture polarization value is found to be almost uniform with the increase of projected diameter for both the comets during the two phase of observations. It has been observed that comet C/2013 V1 (Boattini) and Comet 290P/Jager show high negative polarization of -3 and -4.5 per cent respectively in the near nucleus region as compared to the whole coma polarization of (−1.4 ± 0.3) and (−1.6 ± 0.3) per cent in 2013 December at a phase angle of about 13
• . Ebisawa & Dollfus (1993) proposed that the presence of submicronic size particles can explain this abnormal high negative polarization. The positive polarization observed in the outer coma of the comets 290P/Jager and C/2013 V1 (Boattini) in December is due to the presence of Rayleigh particles characterized by small scattering cross-section at optical wavelengths. It is to be noted that the dust grains of small sizes are expected to be accelerated at higher expansion speed as compared to the large compact particles due to their strong dynamical coupling to the gas outflow. dust outflow which is mainly due to the modulation of dust production rate, sublimation of high albedo icy grains due to the solar radiation pressure and variation in the dust physical properties.
The degree of polarization of comets C/2013 V1 (Boattini) and 290P/Jager is found to be −1.4±0.3 and −1.6±0.3 per cent at about 13
• phase angle; and +2.8±0.5% and +2.5±0.5%
at 27
• phase angle. The polarization maps showed a good agreement with the computed polarization value. It has been noticed from polarization maps that the polarization is highly negative in the circumnucleus halo of comet 290P/Jager as compared to that of comet C/2013 V1 (Boattini) during December observation while a high positive polarization is being observed at the near nucleus region of both the comets in April observation.
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